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Living And Learning Together

Dovecotes  is an average sized primary 
school where the proportion of pupils 
supported by pupil premium funding is 
more than double the national average. 
The proportion of pupils from minority 
ethnic backgrounds is well above average 
and pupils with special educational needs 
supported through school action, school 
action plus and those with statements is 
above average. In the last two years the 
demographics of the school community 
has changed considerably with a greater 
number of pupils entering the school at 
the very earliest stages of learning English 
and the stability of the school population 
has decreased considerably. 

It’s crucial that we react quickly to the 
new demands that these issues bring with a 
strong focus on raising achievement for all 
the pupils that come through our doors no 
matter what complex issues they present to 
us. We completely re addressed the timetable 
introducing a third lesson before lunch 
each day that was 40 minutes long where 
all staff (Teachers and teaching assistants) 
could address basic skills for pupils and 
give them further practice to either sort out 

misconceptions that they may have had in 
their mathematics, reading or writing lessons 
or address specific learning skills that we 
had unpicked that meant their learning was 
stalling. 

It was important that we asked the children 
what they wanted to do to make learning 
easier for them.  At pupil voices meeting 
with myself over squash and biscuits 
the children clearly stated they felt they 
needed more practice of some learning they 
were being asked to achieve. The children 
suggested that they may need to miss parts 
of some lessons to have this opportunity to 
improve so long as that when they returned 
to the lesson they would not feel lost and not 
part of what the rest of the class was doing 
and that they don’t miss the same lesson 
each week. So this is what we are doing. The 
curriculum is adapted to meet their needs.  
Our pupil premium funding is helping us 
give these opportunities to our pupils by 
making sure we have enough staff to deliver 
the intervention.
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Intervention takes place all through the day 
after their core lessons have been delivered 
in mathematics, reading and writing. 
Intervention groups are run for individuals, 
or small groups of pupils for 20-30 minute 
sessions and are led by teachers or teaching 
assistants who are very clear what the 
outcome of that intervention should be  so 
children catch up quickly with others.  They 
have the opportunity to become independent 
learners through clear prompts, reminders 
and resources to help them as they are 
working so they can achieve, become 
independent and take a pride in their work. 
The children state that these things make 
their learning easier and more enjoyable.

Key groups are selected  from the data if 
they are not making the necessary progress 
against national expectations. After selection 
of each group it is then analysed  to see 
which child has not made enough progress. 
Meetings are held with myself and the 
teacher to unpick the issues in their learning 
for mathematics, reading or writing. These 
Raising Attainment Plans (Raps) feed into 
the individual intervention plans that are 
shared with all staff so they can teach that 
group in the intervention sessions . The 
whole process is reassessed each half term 
and the process repeats itself. 

CPD for staff is key to raising the achievement 
of our pupils.  Every member of staff has 
a coaching partner or mentor depending on 
their experience in their job role and we film 
each other termly. Clips are shared with staff 
at meetings to share good ideas and practice. 
The leadership team also team teach with 
staff, planning  and delivering different parts 
of  lessons  to share their skills and introduce 
new elements  such as the “daily 10” where 
10 minutes of every maths lesson is spent on 
basic skills such as tables or giving  “killer” 
questions to challenge pupils to think for 
themselves. 

There is an ethos of high expectation but  a 
climate where we “are all learning together” 
and learning can be enjoyed by everyone at 
Dovecotes and long may it continue.

Gill Beddow,  
Headteacher of Dovecotes Primary School


